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Summary
A metho d is given for interpreting the trapping rates of cuclurc traps. T his is related to the catching power of grids of
different sizes and densities. Results depend on where it is assumed tha t the invad ing propagulc arose on the grid (at a trap
site or between traps). Thus methods for highest and lowe st estimate s arc given. The magnitude of the di fference be tween
the two gets larger the larger the grid spacing so that catches on grids of 5 and 10 km spacing arc essentially
unintcrprctablc. Using the highe st estima tes for grids of 0 .4 and 1 km spaci ng, a method is given for assess ing the risk of
a continuing infe station from the num ber of Ilics caught. The assess ments are based on our knowled ge of the minimum
density required for breedin g . These estimates arc compared with those assumed by the existing code of practic e.

INTRODUCTION

Origin ofnew propagules and the risk of infestation

New propagule s of fruit flies can arise in a hitherto

fly-free area either because an immigrant gravid

female arrives and lays eggs or because infested fruit

is carried in and discarded inappropriately (say on a

compost heap). In the isolated quarantined ' fly free'

areas of Australia, it is most likely that all occurrence s

arc due to the latter cause. Bateman (1977) pointed

out that species such as the Queensland fruit Ily

(Bactrocera tryoni Froggatt) are relatively poor

colonisers of new areas since emerging flies would

spend up to 7- 14 days dispersing before they mature

and hence would have little chance of encountering

potential mates. Thus the detection of flies at very low

frequencie s (especially on intense grids of cuelurc

traps) does not necessarily mean that females will be

fertilised and infest fruit. It is the purpose of this paper

to relate low detection rates to propagule size and

infestation risk.

A STRATEGY FOR RISK ASSESSM ENT

Meats (1998a) reviews field experiments with

B. tryoni involving releases of various numbers of

teneral flies at a point and their subsequent recap ture

when mature on arrays of traps extending to various

distances. Risk assessment is thus possible along the

followin g lines.

(a) Calculate the proportion of flies from a natural

propagulc emerging at a point that will be captured

on a trapping grid . The model for this should apply

to any size of grid and any density of traps.

(b) Estimate the original numbers of males in the

propagule from the result of (a) multiplied by the

number of flies actually caught on a particular

grid .

(c) From estimates of how flies distribute them selves

with time. calculate the chances of a Ily from a

propagule of any given size encountering a mate

and thus continuing the infestation. This estimate

multiplied by (b) will give the probable number of

mated flies arising from a propagule of a given

size.

Each of these steps in turn consists of a number of

subsidiary steps as explained in the following

account. Basically, the entire proces s depends on our

knowledge of how flies survive and disperse after

emergence and of how mating opportunity when

mature depends on Fly density.

THE DYNAMICS OF A NEW PROPAGULE

General phenomena

Flctch~r (1973) established with a long series of trials

that teneral flies. released at a point , would disperse

quite rapidly so that at maturity only about 20%

would remain within approximately 200 m of the

release point and that, thereafter, the mature flies

remaining'within the 200 m radius would decrea se at

a rate of approximately 50 % per week. Fletcher

(l974a) related the recapture rate per trap (hence

density) of mature flies to distance at various times

after release as either teneral or mature cohorts. The

relationship esse ntially conforms to an 'inverse
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Mature fly density related to flies emerging

Figure 1. The density distribution of nics on reachin g maturity
after emerging at a point as propagulcs of sizes indicated. The
horizontal lines (a, b) indicate density limits for breeding as
discussed in the text.

square rule' whereby catch per trap deelines as the

reciprocal of the square of the distance.

The model of Meats (1998a) comb ines the

information from Fletcher (1973 , 1974a) to predict

(for flie s released as ei ther tcncral or mature cohorts)

the recapture rate per trap in relation to time and

distance. Since recapture rate can be related to density
(Fletcher 1974b), the model can be used to predict the

distributio n of a cohort of flies that emerge naturally

at a point (i.e. an invading propagule). Fig ure 1 shows

the expected distribution of flies at the time they reach

maturity . The curve for this figure was calcu lated

using methods that arc ex plained later involvin g

equat ions (lOa, b) for the densities within 200 m of

emerge nce and the inverse square rule (equation 5)

for densities beyo nd this radius.

It can be see n from figure 1 that, even with large

cohorts, most maturing flies will disperse into a

virtual void of low fly density in which there is littl e

chance of mating enc ounters. Two minimum

thresholds of density for mating arc indicated on the

figure and will be examined later in the paper.

A dispersal model and its application to B. tryont
A full version of the model is give n by Meats (I 998a) .

The latter is used to calculate mean expectations and

these arc compared with the res ults of vario us release

trials. For con formity, the mean expectations arc

adhered to in the present paper despite the fact that, at

(2)

(l b)

C, = lopO.5 '(l _ p )
xA XI

IT = I pO.5o xA

With a capture rate of 1% per day (Fletcher 1974b)

the first day's catch is thus approx imately

first sight, they give the illusion of undue precision.

All predictions pertain to males only.

Basically , the 'inverse square rule ' means that if

we can predic t the density of flies within a 200 m

rad ius of the release (or emergence) point and we can

estimate what the recapture rate would be with a

notional trap at this point. then we can estimate the

catch per real trap at any other distance.

We can use normal demographic notation for the

calculations pertine nt to the area of 200 m radius. The

notation conventionally applies to survival ra tes

(i.c, proportions remaining alive at different times) .

However, in our case the surviva l notation pertains to

the proportion remaining alive that also remain within

the 200 m radius (i .e. the others arc not necessarily

dead, they may be still alive but outside the 200 m

rad ius). Fletcher's (1973) data arc also in this form as

it was not possible to distingui sh between morta lity

and emigration rates . It is not necessary to do so for

prediction of recapture rates.

If the daily survival rate of immature flics in the

200 m radius is Pxl and the rate for mature flies is PxA

then the proportion remaining when flie s mature

(i.e. when age (x) in days = D ) is

10 = 1tPx/ =0.2 (la)

The proportion surviving to halfway through the first

day of trapping i:,

where Px' = 0.99 = the proportion not trapped per day

andpxA is defined below.

The proportion remaining thereafter declines at

approx imately 50% per week, hence with additiona l

mortality due to trapping, the daily adult survival rate

within the 200 m rad ius is found by

(I n)
PxA = 0.5 · 0.99 = 0.8966 (3)

The mean expec tation of C1 is thus 0.0018938 and IT

is 100 times this.
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(4)

= AP(O.2) . (Os2r .21t
The accumulated catch on the grid (as a

proportion of the emerging cohort) to radius n is thus

decl ines from the origin as (O;n 2
and the density of

traps with distance is constant then the catc h per

annulus will decline as (O}} The accumulated

proportion caught at the first ring is thus

(
I I 1 I )AP(g" d) = AP(O.2) + AP(Rl) 1 + :; +:; + :I .. .~ (7)

(b) Capture rate when flies emerge between trap
sites

The mo st extreme version of this is where flies

emerge equidistant from four traps on a grid. There is

no central trap but the catch for a notional trap in this

position must be calculated in order to estimate the

catch in the first ring . The first ring will be at a radius

of (0.5)S and the other rings will be at radii of ( 1.5)S,

(2.5)S, (3.5)S .. . (n - 0.5)S.

The accumulated catch at the first ring will be

(8)

(6)

(9)

(0.2)2[21tSJAP(Rl ) = AP(O.2) · S . S

AP(Rl ) = APO.2 · (OOs2Jz"
The accumu lated catch to radius n is

AP(g" d) = A P(Rl) [ 1 + ~ + ~ + ~ ... 2"1_ J
The cap ture rate for n ics thus depends upon the

place on the grid from which they emerge. For grids

of 1 km spaci ng or more. the capture rate is much

higher if nics emerge at a trap site. Th is trap will

recapture a fraction approaching 2% for B. tryoni

regardless of the spacing of the other traps , whereas if

the nearest traps arc at onc half of the trap spacing

away they will catch a relative ly small proportion in

total and the other traps will catch almost

insignificant amounts.

The capture model given above yields an estimate

of A P(g'id) ' the expected propor tion of nics emerging
on a grid that arc caught on thc grid. It is possible to

estimate the numbers that emerged on the grid from

the rceiprocal of this estimate multiplied by the

D +n ( l - Px~)
AP(O.2) = IC = C1 ::...---e:.=

n+l (l - PxA)

When n is large (say, 49 d) the quantity in the first set

of brackets is virtually equal to 1. Thus the mean

expecta tion of A P 0.2 for such a long period is

0.01832.

The accumulated proportion (AP(O.2») catchable in

n days within the 200 m radius (0.2 km) is thus

The above gives the accumulated proportion of a

cohort caught or catchable by a trap set at the point of

emergence.

The proport ion caught per trap at any other

distance (d) is found by the 'inverse square rule '

(Fletcher I974a; Meats 1998a) as

A Pd = APO. 2 · (O,n2
(5)

This relation also describes how density declines with

distance and was used as such by substi tuting density

for AP in calculating thc eurvc in figure I.

A capture model for standard grids

lf we had a known number of traps at known distances

we co uld predict the number of flies captured from a

propagu le of known size. Thi s is a useful way of

monitoring the succes s of releases of sterile flie s for

SIT (Meats 1998b). Conversely, of relevance to the

present paper, we could estimate the numbers in the

original propagu le from the numbers caught on the

grid.

Meats (1997b) gives a model that relates the

catching power of standard grids to the recapture rate

of either a realor a notional trap at the point of origin.

The result for any particular grid configuration

depends on whether flies originateat a real trap site or
between real trap sites.

(a) Capture rate whe n flies emerge at the trap site

In this case, the catch at the trap at the point of origin

will be the same as for the notional trap (sec earlier) .

The accumulated catch at this trap (sec earlier) is

designated A P rD.2). The other traps on the grid can be

regarded as being approximately arranged in rings

around the central trap with mea n annuli occ urring at

interva ls of I trap spacing (S). Since catch per trap
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, Radius of grid (km)

Figure 2. Estimates of propagule size from the trappi ng rate of a
grid of 0.4 km spacing related to grid radius, Curve (a) pertains to
7 or more weeks of trapping. Curves (b) and (e) pertain to the first
week of trapping if the grid is installed 2 days after detection of an
infestation by a sentinel trap. Curve (b) assumes that the first fly
entered the sentinel trap just before it was inspected (same day) ;
eurve (e) assumes the first fly was caugh t 7 days before the
sentinel trap was inspected.

For max imum density of mature flies (flies/ha ) within 200 m of
origin, divide ordinate value by 66.36 following equation lO(b).

A SUBMODEL FOR PARTIAL CA TCHES BY
GRIDS

This submodel is necessary for two practical reasons.

Firstly, one normally wants results quickly, i.e. after

7 or 14 days of trapping. Seco ndly , the grid

(delimitation grid) may be installed late in respon se to

a catch by a sentinel trap (detection trap)- thus no t

only wo uld the grid have missed the init ial period

ones for 0.4 km and I km grids respecti vely (Meats

1998b) .

Figure 2 gives the ' lower' estimates of propagule

size per fly trapped for grids of 0.4 km spaeing and

variou s diam ete rs. Th e lowest curve pertains to grids

that trap at least 49 d after flies mature (i.c. respond to

traps). Th e upper two curve s pertain to 'part ial

catches' (one week of trapping within the 49 d period )

and will be discussed in the next section.

Figure 2 shows how the estimate of propagule size

per fly caught varies with the radiu s of a 0 .4 km grid.

The estimate gets lower the bigger the radi us of the

grid because the proportion of the original coh ort

trapped will be larger on bigger grids and hence the

reciprocal (propagule size per fly caught) will be

smaller. Ho wever, this effect is quite small as the

radiu s of the grid is increased beyond 3- 4 km .
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number of flies actually ca ught. However, we neve r

know quite where nics emerge on a grid relati ve to the

nearest trap (this could range from right at a trap site

to equidistant between four trap s). The method above

gives the two extreme estimates for AP(w id) one for

the 'a t trap ' assumption and one for the 'between trap'

assumpti on. These will give us the ' lowest' and

'highest ' estimates in each ease (see later).

The remainder of this section applies to either

estimate of AP1g,id)' It can then be modi fied to apply

to mature flies and (as explained in a later sectio n) to

partial catches where captures arc mad e for only a

week or two of the period in which flies are trappable.

Number offlies emerging

AP(g'id) is the expected accumulated catch of the grid

as a proportion of the numb er of flies that emerged .

Hence the number of flies that em erged (NE) is found

by

N E = n ( lOa)
A P(gri d)

where n is the number of flies trapped.

Number offlies reaching maturity

The number of flies (NM10.2)) rem aining within 200 m

of the emergence site on reac hing maturity is found

by follo wing equations (l a, b)

N M(o.2) =NE ·!T (lOb)

The density of flies reachin g maturity in the 200 m

radius (flies ha" ) is thus found by dividing the result

by 12.5664.

Many other ni cs will have dispersed to mature

elsewhere. The total on the grid, N M(grid), can be

calcu lated following equations (6) and (7).

NM(g,;d) = N M (02) + ( lOc)

[ N M(02 1' (0;n2

. 27< '(1+ ~ + ~ ..m
Where n in this case is the number of trap spacings to

the furth est ring of traps and S is the trap spacing in

km.

Example with 0.4 km grid

The di fference between 'highest' and ' lowest'

estimates of AP1g, id) (and hence 'highest' and

'lowest' estimates of propagule size) are larger the

greater the trap spaci ng. The 'highest' estimates are

approxi mately 18% and 70% higher than the lower
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when flies would have been trappable, one would still

want to interpret the first 7 or 14 days of trapping by

the grid despite its late installation.

Equations (7) and (9) est imate the extreme s of a

range of va lues that could apply to the proportion of a

propagule trapped by a grid. They both usc an

estimate for the accumulated catch by a trap at the

point of origin (whether it is really there or not). The

accumulated proportion caugh t by this trap is given

by equation (4) and is designated AP(O.2!'

Total proportion catchable by a grid

When a gr id is in place before the first fly is caught,

the accumulated catch to 7 weeks or beyond is

virtually found by using in equatio ns (7) and (9) for a

value of APrl! that is found by

AP( a.2) = C,[_I_J (Ila)
I - PxA

where CJ is (as given ear lier) the first day's catch.

AP(0.2) for per iods of 7 weeks or more has a mean

expectation of 0.01832 as given earlier. Thus if

equations (7) and (9) arc used in this way they give

estimates of the total proportion of a propagule

catchable by the grid AP(g,M) (total).

Partial proportion catchable (early resu lt)

The partial accumulated catch from the first fly to d

days later is found by following the logic of

equation (4) .

A Ptg" d)(pa'tial) = AP(g,'d)(IOlal >(I - px:) (I Ib)

Thus thc part ial proportion caug ht for thc first

7 and 14 days is lower than the total proportion by a

factor of 0.5432 and 0.783 respect ively . The lower

curve of figure 2 (propagule size indicated per fly

caugh t) would therefore be higher by a factor of 1.872

and 1.277 respec tively (i.c , the reciprocals of the first

two figures) .

Partial proportion catchable (late installation]

The partial catch when the grid is put in place G days

after the first fly is caught by a sentincl trap is

A P(gd d)(pa'tial) = APtg,'d)(lo lal) . px~ (ll c)

The partial catch when thc grid is put in place after G

days and is monito red d days later (say 7 or 14 days

later) is

APtg, 'd)(partia l) (11d)

= APt g " d) (to tal) · (px~-pGx~)

Practical solutions to late installation

When a grid is installed or intensified in response to

the detection of nics in a sentinel trap. the main

problem is that we cannot tell precisely when the

sentinel trap started catch ing the flies. There is a

poss ibility of a 7 day error if traps arc cleared weekly .

Thu s two estimates of part ial catc hes must be made

using maximum and minimum delays involved in

grid installation.

The upper two curves of figure 2 give such

estimates for flies trappe d in the first week after

installation after a delay between trap clearance and

installation of 2d. Thus following equation (Ild) the

values of G and Gwd arc 9 and 16 respectively for the

upper curve and 2 and 9 for the middle cur ve.

A MODEL FOR VERY LOW DETECTION
RATES RELEVANT TO QUARANTINE

ZONES
This method uses a more precise calculation made

possible when very few (1-5) flies arc trapped and

very few traps (adjacen t ones) catch the flies. It can be

applied to grids of any intensity (even sentinel grids)

but is more precise the smaller the spacing betwee n

the traps. In particular, it allows us to give some

meaning to data from sentinel traps-e.g. what can

one fly mean or what can 2 flies in two weeks mean?

Once again, the logic and mean expectations of

the model of Meats (I 998a) arc used and we still have

to calculate higher and lower estima tes becau se the

results depend on whether we assu me flies emerg e at

a trap site or between trap sites.

Lowest estimates (general}

When only one or two flies arc trapped in a hitherto

fly -free area we can assume from the inverse square

relationship (given earl ier) that they emerged in the

vicinity of the immediately adjacent traps . If they

emerged actually at a trap site then the size of thc

original propagulc can be estimated (per Jly trapped)

as the reciprocal of the proportion expected to be

trapped .
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(12)

Lowest estimates (trapping /or 7 weeks f rom first fly]

If flies arc trapped for at least 49 d after they first

become mature then the accumulated proportion

caught (A P(0.2) by a trap at the emergence site is

given by equation (4) and has a mean expectation of

0.0 1832 . Thus the mean expec tation for the number

of flies that emerged is _1_ ; 54.585 per fly
0.01832

caught, The number per hectare emerg ing in the

200 m radius is thus 54.585 ; 4.3437 per fly caught.
12.5664

How many flies would remain in the 200 m radius

at maturity? The proportion is IT and is found by

equation (l b) with a mean expectation of 0 .18938.

Thus the above quantities for number and density of

newly emerged flies arc multiplied by 0.18938 to give

the mean expec tations per fly caug ht for newly

emerged flies. These would therefore be 10 .3373

within the 200 m radius or 0 .82262 ha! per fly

trapped.

Lowest estimates (lim ited trapping resu lts)

The expected proportions trapped over a limited

period arc found as before (from equation s (I Ia-d).

Thus one week of trapp ing would catch only 53.42%

of the expected total trapped and 2 weeks would catch

78 .3%. Therefore the es timates for propagule size and

numbers per hectare given above would be multiplied

by - '- for I fly in I week and by _2_ for 2 flies
0.5342 0783 .

in two weeks. Otheradj ustments for otherperiods can
be calculated using equation (11d).

Highest estimates (general conversion /ac tor)

If the propagule emerged between the traps then the

inverse square rule indicates that the catch would

represent muc h less than 1.832% catchable by a trap

at the emergence site. Hence the reciprocal (i.c. the

number of flies emerging per fly caught) would be

much higher. The highest value for flies emerging is

given if it is assume d that the propagule emerged

equidistan t from 4 traps on a sentinel grid. The catch

per trap per fly caught would be I;'; of that for a single

trap and the number of flies or number per hectare
quoted above for the 'at trap ' assumption shou ld be

multiplied by 1I where

n ; (is fiJ2 !l 0.2 4

Table 1. Interpretatio n oflow frequency catches for
quarantine thresholds. Estimates (per fly trapped) of
original prepagule size (flies emerging) and subseq uent
mature flies ha-1 within 200 rn of origin.

Trap Es timates of nies Estima tes of
spacing emergi ng matu ring flies ha-t

(km) near origi n

lowest highest lowest highest

0.4 27.29 54.59 0.412 0.823

1.0 54.59 170.6 0.823 2.571

5.0 54.59 4264 0.823 64.27

10.0 54.59 17,058 0.823 257.0

Numbers above apply to I fly caught per7 wk period.
Multiply pro rata ifmorc flies arc caught.
For I fly in 1 weekmultiply by 1.872
For2 flies in 2 weeks mulliplyby 2.554
For0.4 kmgrid installed after detection at widerspacing use
multipliers as in text.

This multip lier is 0.5, 3.125, 78 .125 and 3 12.5 for

spacings (S) of 0.4, I , 5 and 10 km respec tively.

Tab le I summarises the results of sample calcu lations

for various grid spacings.

Density and infestation risk

We can relate low frequency captures to numbers of

mature flies per hectare. But what number of flies per

hec tare represents a risk of a fema le being mated and

laying eggs? The only reliable answer can come from

experience quantified by a risk analysis applied to

real data relating flies caugh t to the incidence of first

infestation or a subsequent generation. At present

there is no proper risk analysis but a consensus that

2 flies in 2 weeks should trigger grid intensification to

a spac ing of 400 m, and the trapping of 5 flies or more

should represent an unaccep table level of risk (Anon .

1997). Pending an empirical risk assessment,

however, we ,can produce an estimate based on our

current know ledge of the mating behaviour of

B. tryoni.

Firstly, it appears from Tyehsen (1977) that flies

of both sexes must be in the same tree in the same

dusk period. Thtis assuming a maximum area of

5 x5 m, a male fly must be in the same 1/400 ha as a

female fly. Thus the male in question has a 1/400
chance of being in the right place at the right time if

the density of male flies is 1 ha-I This conclusion is

specific to B. tryoni . For species where attraction

between sexes can occur over larger distances the
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value for 'maximum area' (above) must be suitably

adjus ted. The question as to whether the result would

be affec ted by a non-random distributio n is dea lt with

below.

Secondly, it appears from equation (4) that the

mean number of days spent by a ma ture fly within

200 m (a circle of area 12.5664 hal of the emergence

site is _1- or approximately 10. Thus a fly will
I -p

have on avef~ge approximately 10 chances of mating

in the areaof highest density. However, the presence

of a male and a female in proximity docs not

guarantee that mating will occur. Even in small cages

the probability is only abo ut 0.8 (Fay and Meats

1983) . In an area of 5 x5 m the chances would be

lower; unpublished observations suggest that the

probability is less than 0.1. At lower densities it

would be virtually zero.

Finally, we can calcu late the probability of mating

from the zero term of a frequency distribution. It

really docs not matter whether we choose a Poisson

(random) distrib ution or a negative binomial one with

k« l , (clumped dis tribution) because at very low

freq uencies the results converge (C lift and Meats

1998) .

Using the zero tcnn for the Poisson distribution

we can estimate the number (N) of Ilics mating from
a propagule as

N = 12.5664n[l -exp-(x, .X 2 · X3)] (13)

where

n = the number of male nics maturing ha-I within a
200 m radius of the emergence site (area 12.5664 hal .

X, = the mean probabi lity of being in a 5 x 5 m area

with a female Ily = --"-
400

X2 = the mean probability of mating in a 5x5 area

when thereis a female prese nt = 0.1

X3 = the mean number of dusks available = 10

The probab ility starts to exceed one fly mating

when n exceeds 6 of each sex per hectare. Thus we

can speculate that 6 males ha-t indicates a trigger

level for quarantine precautions . This roughly

corresponds to the trapping of 2 flies in 2 weeks on a

I km grid if the nics emerged equidistant between

four traps (i.e. if the highest estimate of n were true) .

As shown earlier, the highest estimate of n for a I km

grid is 3.125 times the lowest. Moreover, it shou ld be

noted that the es timate for X3 is probably too high .

Th us the possibility of an infestatio n ensuing afler

2 nics arc trapped in 2 weeks is likely to be very

sma ll. Hence this kind of trapping rate shou ld trigger

grid intensification and only a higher number of flies

shou ld be taken to repre sent a risk of infestation.

Density limits at the edges of large propagules

When propagules arc large (as in the upper curves of

figure 1) or when a local infestation is well estab

lished (second or third generation) the risk of

infestation may extend beyond the distance where fly

density drops to 6 ha t. Thi s is because nics will

continue to diffuse out of the high density area and

maintain the density at the fringe. There is also , with

a continuing supply of new nics from the centre, the

tendency for the clumping of the distribution to be

significant so that a mean density of (say) I hat

would have local 'hot spots' of higher density. It is

characteristic of fruit fly grids that the traps with the

highest catches can have between 10 and 20 times the

mean catch rate (Meats 1998e). Thus the lowest

density ~ for contagion for such circumstance is

indicated-on figure 1 as ..2.. flies per hectare.
20

DISCUSSION OF CURRENT CODE OF
PRACTICE

The current code of practice for fruitfly management
(Anon. 1997) recommends trigger levels for grid

intensification and 'outbreak declaration' . It

recognises that three leve ls of trapping ra te have a

different significance. There is a very low level when

no action is required, an ' intermediate' level when

increased monitoring is required and a 'high' level

when it is considered that there is such a risk of flies

mat ing and infesting fruit that it warrants the

declaration of an outbreak and the implementation of

protocols for quarantine and eradication.

The code is couched in term s that would apply to

areas with a sentinel grid of 1 km spacing although it

can also be appl ied to 0.4 km grid s which arc common

in urban areas within or ncar quarantine zones.
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(a) If only I fly is trapped per two week period within

a 1 km radius then no action is taken,

(b) If 2 nics arc trapped within a I km radius of each

other in 2 week s (this usually mean s 2 nics in the

same trap) then monitoring should be twice

weekly and the grid intensified to a spacing of

0.4 km (16 traps around the perceived ' outbreak

centre') .

(c) If 5 ni cs arc trapped within I km of each other

within a 2 week period then an outbreak is

declared and trapping intensified as in (b).

(d) If (b) happens first (at a sing le trap inspection

date) then an outbreak is declared if 3 more ni cs

arc trapped on the intense grid with in the next two

weeks . Otherwi se, rule (c) applies .

The above arc only the extracts of the code relat ing to

trappin g (males) with cuelure (the subject of this

paper). There arc other triggers in the code relating to

'protein' traps for females and the results of fruit

sampling. Discussion here is limited to comparing the

results of this paper with aspects of the code relating

to grids of cuelure traps.

Permanent (sentinel) grids of I km and 0.4 km
spacing

When grids arc permanently in place we can usc

equa tions (l Oa, b) to calculate the numbers of

maturing flies per hectare within 200 m of the

emergence site (the region expected to have the

highest concentration). We can then estimate the

infestation risk per fly caught if we take the ear lier

finding that 6 ha· l is the lowest dens ity for a

continuing infestation.

Figure 3 gives estimates of maturing nic s pe r

hectare in relation to trapping rate. 'Hi ghest' and

'lowest' estimates are given for each type of grid,

based on 'at trap' and 'between trap' assumptions as

explained earlier (equations 4 and 12). The code of

practice docs not distinguish between the two types of

grid, yet the interpretation of trapping rates is quite

different according to the models used in this paper.

The significance of a fly caught on a 0.4 km grid can

be much less than one caught on a I km grid because

the density of traps is 6.25 times greater, Also, the

differences between 'highest' and 'lowest' estimates

of'Ily density are much wider in the case of a I km grid.

In the case of a 0.4 km grid it appears that 5 nics

trapped in 2 weeks indicates a maturing Ily density

that is ju st below the level of infestation risk if the

'highest' estimate is used. In the case of a I km grid,

the 'highest' estimate exceeds the infestation limi t

when 2 nics arc trapped in 2 weeks. However, this is

the worst possible interpretation as the 'h ighest'

estimation assumes that flies emergeas faras possible
(about 0.7 km) from the nearest traps . The real den sity

of mating nics coul d be anywhere down to the level

estim ated by the 'lowest' estimate. Thu s 2 flies in two

week s on a perm anent I km grid should probably be

regarded as a trigger for grid intensification to a

spacing of 0.4 km so that a more accurate estimate can
be obta ined. The trapping of 5 nics in two weeks on a

I km grid is unequivocally a sign that infestation is

likely because even the 'lowest' es timate is close to

the threshold level.

Grids intensified to 0.4 km
Again, ' lower' and 'higher ' estima tes apply.

However, there is the added complication of not

knowing exactly what the delay is between the firs t

fly entering a sentinel trap and the installation of the

intense grid. The bigger delay, the higher the

significance of each trapped fly becomes (equations

11a-d).

Thus for figure 4, the highest estimates arc

adjusted assuming a 7 day delay (making the estimate

even higher) and the lowest estimate is based on the

assumption that there is no delay (i.e. assumin g that

the two 't rigger' flies ente red the sentinel trap on the

day of inspection and grid intensificatio n was

imm ediate).

The differences between the 'h ighe st' and

'lowest' estimates arc at their largest with these

assumptions and (as above) we can take the ' highest'

estimate to be the worst possible case and assume that

the most probable case is somewhat less serious in

terms of density of mature nics. Ne vertheless,

figure 4 would appear to disagree with the code of

prac tice. Figure 4 suggests that the trigger for

outbreak declaration should be when 2 Ilics arc

trapped in the two weeks after grid intensification

whereas the code of practice has 3 flies as its trigger

level in such circumstance s.
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Figu re 3. The interpreta tion of trapping rate s on perm anen t grids .
Abscissa relates to nics caught in the first two weeks of trapping.
For the first 7 weeks of trapping , the estimates ofLhc mature fly
densities should be incre ased by 22 .7%.

Figure 4. The interpretation of trapping rates on intensified grid
after 2 flies have been already trapped on a sentinel grid. Abscissa
relates to flies caught in the first two weeks of trapping on the
intensified grid.

GENERA L DISCUSSION

Interpretation of fly catches is obviously not simple
but depends on the grid density and the assumptions

that can be made about the origin of the infestation. A
method of estimating the origin of an infestation is
given by Meats (1998e) but it is not suitable when

nics arc only trapped in ones and twos. Thus we must
rely on upper and lower estimates-which arc wider
apart the greater the trap spacing. Catches on grids of
spacing greater than I km arc essentially

unintcrprctablc since the upper and lower estimates
arc so wide apart. Sentinel traps of 5 and 10 km
spacing in fact could be detecting an ongoing
infestation of considerable magnitude even if only

one fly is trapped. This may be acceptable or not
depending on the perceived risks to fruit export s in
the area in question.

Practical verification of the models given in this

paper is required since although high and low
estimates are given. they are in turn derived from
mean expectat ions. Data is required from areas of low
quarantine significance since any positive eradication

response to fly catches required by prevailing
protocols in quarantine areas would predeterm ine the
results.
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